ACI Sub-Committee 544-C
Fiber Reinforced Concrete Testing

2019 Spring Convention – Quebec City, QC

Agenda

Tuesday, March 26, 2019
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm

1. CALL TO ORDER

2. INTRODUCTIONS

3. APPROVAL OF AGENDA

4. MINUTES OF LAS VEGAS MEETING

5. REPORT ON ACI 544-C ACTIVITIES:
   - ACI 544.10R: Report on testing shrinkage, creep and durability properties of FRC: was balloted before Las Vegas meeting with 2 negative votes. Amir B worked with Cliff M and Salah A and resolved the negatives. Section 4.2 was updated and shared by Libe F for balloting during ACI.

6. NEW BUSINESS
   - Correlation between common FRC flexural tests, statistical meaning, lab test vs field test for quality control, etc. Needs a task group as the main task moving forward.
   - …

7. ADJOURNMENT